Abstract-This paper presents an evaluation of spatiotemporal data generated by a dynamic stereo vision sensor in a highdimensional space (3D volume and time) for motion analysis and gesture recognition. In contrast to traditional frame-based (synchronous) stereo cameras, dynamic stereo vision sensors asynchronously generates events upon scene dynamics. Motion activities are intrinsically (on-chip) segmented by the sensor, such that activity, gesture recognition and tracking can be intuitively and efficiently performed. In this work, we investigated the applicability of this sensor for gesture recognition. We developed a machine lerning method based on the Hidden Markow Model for training and automated classifications of gestures using the event data generated by the sensor. By training eight different activities (dance figures) with 15 persons we build up a library of 580 recorded activites. An average recognition rate of 97% has been reached.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gesture recognition is a well investigated topic in the past years, motivated by providing new systems for humanmachine interaction. Many robust technologies including 3D, time of flight or structured light cameras (e.g. Kinect) were established on which gesture recognition can be applied. Furthermore, many computer vision methods were investigated for robust and real-time recognition including Hidden-MarkovModel [1] - [3] , artificial neural networks [4] , [5] , decision trees and support vector machines [6] , [7] .
All these computer vision methods deal with processing a synchronous sequence of intensity images taken at equidistant time intervals. The employed methods mainly make use of object detection in single frames and recovering the motion across the sequence of frames in a spatio-temporal representation of the pose and gesture.
In 2005, an event-driven dynamic vision sensor [8] , [9] was developed for capturing scene dynamics and asynchronously generating events upon relative light intensity changes in the scene. Unlike conventional frame-based cameras, this sensor generates a continuous stream of events representing the motion path of the scene dynamic at high temporal resolution. Furthermore, the sensor outputs very low data volume compared to a frame-based sensor, such that the real-time application is possible. By offering a complete background subtraction on-chip, this sensor can be ideal for motion capturing and activity recognition of persons.
To our knowledge, there exists no refereed literature on gesture recognition estimation using this type of sensor. Several ideas on using this type of sensor for gesture recognition are mentioned on the Capo Caccia Cognitive Neuromorphic Engineering Workshops [10] - [12] . Therefore, we exploit this opportunity to evaluate the applicability of this sensor for realtime interaction taking into account its capability for real-time motion capturing in a 4D spatio-temporal space at lower data volume than standard 3D cameras. This paper is structured as follows. To make the paper self-contained, we present in section II a short review on the event-driven stereo vision sensor. Section III introduces how gestures are represented by the dynamic stereo vision sensor. Furthermore we will briefly introduce the applied method for the evaluation and will show first results of gesture recognition with the dynamic stereo vision sensor. We finishes the paper with conclusions in the section IV.
II. EVENT-DRIVEN STEREO VISION SENSOR
In this section, a general overview of the dynamic stereo vision sensor is given including figures illustrating the spatiotemporal data. The dynamic stereo vision sensor consists of a pair of arrays of 304x240 pixels each, built in a standard 0.18µm CMOS technology. The array elements (pixels) respond to relative light intensity changes by instantaneously sending their address, i.e. their position in the pixel matrix, asynchronously over a shared bus to a receiver using a requestacknowledge 2-phase handshake.
Such address-events (AEs) generated by the sensors arrive first at the multiplexer unit. Subsequently, they are forwarded to an FPGA, which attaches to each AE a timestamp at a resolution, which can be set between 12.5ns and 100µs. The combined data (AEs and timestamps) are used as input stream for 3D map generation and subsequent processing. Figure 1 depicts a spatio-temporal data representation of one dynamic vision detector, resulting from a two persons crossing the sensor field of view in a room-like environment. The events are represented in a 3D volume with the coordinates x (0:303), y (0:239) and t (last elapsed ms), the so-called space-time representation.
The bold colored dots represent the events generated in the recent 16ms. The blue and red dots represent spike activity generated by a sensed light-intensity increase (ON-event) and decrease (OFF-event) resulting from the person motions, respectively. The small gray dots are the events generated in the elapsed 1.5s prior to the recent 16ms. This event history highlights the dynamics path in the past 1.5s resulting from the moving persons, which is an ideal basis for continuous monitoring by simultaneous detection and tracking in space and time. Figure 2 shows the the instant picture of the visual scene in figure 1 imaged by a conventional video camera (left) and its corresponding AEs using one dynamic vision detector (middle) rendered in an image-like representation. The white and black pixels represent spike activity generated by a sensed light-intensity increase (ON-event) and decrease (OFF-event) resulting from one persons motions, respectively. The gray background represents regions with no activity in the scene. The non-moving parts in the scene do not generate any data.
Using the stereo configuration, it is possible to asynchronously reconstruct the depth information of moving objects in real-time and in a very efficient way. The first working depth estimation of asynchronously generated data from an event-driven stereo sensor was provided by Schraml et al in [13] , [14] . The processing unit of the dynamic stereo vision sensor embeds this event-based stereo vision algorithm, including the depth generation or the so-called sparse depth map. The resulting sparse color-coded depth map of the scene dynamics is provided at the right in Figure 2 .
III. EVALUATION OF DYNAMIC VISION SENSOR FOR GESTURE RECOGNITION
This section presents the applied method for gesture recognition using the dynamic stereo vision sensor data. The first results are also shown in this section.
A. Dynamic vision sensor in context to gesture recognition
In Figure 3 , sample data of the dynamic stereo vision sensor are shown in a spatio-temporal form for a sequence of hand movements. As mentioned before the dynamic vision sensor only recognizes the moving parts of a person, so the background extraction is done by the sensor without additional cost, and the processing can be focused on the real interesting moving parts. Thus the sensor design shows a big advantage compared to traditional cameras and promises reasonable application for gesture recognition.
Gesture recognition is applied in several fields e.g. deaf sign language, navigation of virtual environments, gaming and many others. In this paper the gesture recognition will be applied to recognize certain dance figures (or activities) for use in a dance/fitness training game. A complete dance includes typically between 5 and 15 different activities. Our aim is to recognize, which activity a trainee performs at the moment. In Figure 4 eight activities are represented as time sequences. Such activities last typically few seconds. In this evaluation we try to recognize and differ between these eight activities. Fig. 3 .
Representation of the spatio-temporal generated events by one dynamic vision detector as a reaction to a person moving his arms.
B. Applied Method
By investigating the literature of gesture recognition, we noticed that the most promising method in term of the recognition rate of gestures seems to be the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Further details on HMM can be found in the paper of Rabiner et al [1] . The best recognition rates reached with HMM reported so far are up to 92% -93% [3] , [15] for a small number of test cases (less than 100). It is frequently mentioned that Yamato et al [2] reached a recognition rate of 96%. This value is only reached, if the training data includes sequences of the test persons. Yamato et al mentioned that more realistic results will be given by using a leave one out cross validation, which means the test persons are not included in training data. In this case Yamato et al reaches a recognition rate of 71%.
In this paper a left-right continuous HMM with mixed Gaussian output probability is used for the learning phase [3] . We use a very similar feature vector to the one of Yamato et al. We simply lay a mesh with a 8x8 pixel size over the acquired data. For time slices of 40ms the accumulated AE count of active pixels is divided by the total number of pixels in a block. This is called the relative pixel count. The resulting vector is of one dimension and contains all calculated relative pixel counts. As the sensor is 304x240 pixels in size a total of 1140 8x8 pixel blocks has to be processed. As a second vector, the stereo data are used to calculate features referring to the depth information. For each 8x8 pixel block the maximum of depth is calculated and divided trough the maximum depth of the total sensor size. This feature type is called the relative depth. Ideally the feature vector used for training the HMMs should not be large. Therefore, we decided to compress the 1140 elements by using a discrete cosine transformation (DCT). In case of the mono or overlay data we use the first 16 coefficients of DCT for training the HMMs. In case of the stereo data we combine the first eight coefficients of the resulting DCT of the relative pixel count vector and of the relative depth vector to form a feature vector of 16 elements and use it for training the HMM.
C. Experimental Setup
For testing the algorithms several recordings of eight different activities with 15 persons has been made. In total 580 different recordings has been acquired. Every activity is performed up to 5 times. Iterations with bad performance are not used for the gesture recognition.
To simulate a training session in a TV room, the dynamic stereo vision sensor has been mounted in an elevation of 1.3m (typical to a sensor placed over a TV set). The distance to the performing person was about 2m.
D. Results
To investigate the influence of the depth information, the gesture recognition algorithms are applied to three different data types, which are named as mono, overlay and stereo data (see figure 5 ). In the case of mono, only data from one of the two detectors of the stereo system is used for training the HMMs (left image of figure 5 ). In the case of the overlay data, both detectors are used. The data of both sensors are placed in the same time slice, so that the shift (disparity) of both detectors is seen (middle image figure 5 ). In these both cases no depth information is available, so the feature vector is based only on the relative pixel count. The stereo data will include the depth information delivered by the dynamic stereo vision sensor (right image figure 5 ). The used feature vector is based on a combination of the relative pixel count and the relative depth as explained before.
For applying the HMM-based gesture recognition algorithms, the Murphy Toolbox [16] on a MATLAB r2010b system was used. For all three types of data (mono, overlay and stereo) "leave one out" cross validations have been calculated with varying combinations of the Gaussian mixture numbers and states. "Leave one out" means to train the HMMs without samples of person N and then do the testing with the samples of person N. This is done for all persons, which results in 15 evaluation matrices (for each person one matrix). The sum of all evaluation matrices is called the confusion matrix. A variation of the Gaussian mixtures (M ) has been made from 4 to 8, the states (Q) are iterated from 8 to 14. The best resulting confusion matrices are shown in table I. Gesture recognition based on a single detector yields an average recognition rate of 91%, the overlay data reaches the highest recognition rate of 97%, whereas the stereo datas recognition rates amounts to 96%. It can be noticed that typical wrong recognitions results in the activity A8.
E. Discussion
The HMM based gesture recognition algorithms were successfully applied to the data of the dynamic stereo vision sensor. It is a clear increase of recognition rate observed by using overlay and stereo data. By the use of the dynamic stereo vision sensor the up to now highest reported recognition rate of 96% is reached. Mendoza et al [3] employed a single video based system, whereas Wang et al [15] used a video based stereo system.
It should be mentioned, that these experiments was a first try, with very simple feature vectors. There is a high potential, that using a more sophisticated feature vector even a higher and stable recognition rate can be reached. E.g. it is very striking, that several activities are rated by the HMM as activity A8. This needs to be clarified in further investigations. Also it irritates, that the recognition rate of stereo data is slightly less than using the overlay data. This could be due to the "lost" AE rate by the matching stereoscopic calculation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, it was shown that the combination of Hidden Markov Model and dynamic stereo vision sensor data in a 4D space has a large potential for efficient and robust gesture recognition. Recognition rates of up to 97% have been reached. Dynamic stereo vision sensors provides a continuous and asynchronous stream of data upon scene dynamics, thus offering an on-chip background subtraction and generating motion data in a 4D representation (x,y,t,z). The evaluation of the gesture recognition on the different data types (mono, overlay and stereo) demonstrate that using the stereo system increases the recognition rate from 91% up to 97%. In the next step, larger test data with more than eighty persons performing the activities will be acquired to estimate the minimum amount of persons needed for learning different activities.
